


Victim Support Europe (VSE) is the umbrella 
network for national victim support organisations 
in Europe. Victim Support Europe consists of 
national member organisations, providing support 
and information services to victims and other 
people affected by crime in 23 European countries. 

Victim Support Europe promotes the establish-
ment and development of victim rights and serv-
ices throughout Europe. The organisation aims to 
ensure that every victim in Europe is able to 
access information and support services in the 
aftermath of crime, regardless of where the victim 
lives or where the crime took place. Victim Sup-
port Europe also works to ensure that victims and 
witnesses are respected, have access to strong 
rights and are able to make their voice heard 
throughout the criminal justice process.

MISSION 

Strengthening the rights and services 
for all victims of crime in Europe

VISION
 

The Voice of Victims in Europe 
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Victim Support Europe is committed to working to 
the highest ethical standards to improve the 
situation for victims and witnesses of crime in 
Europe. We believe all victims are entitled to 
support and assistance in the aftermath of crime, 
regardless of whether or not the crime is reported 
to the police. We support the development of 
victim support services that are:
 

free of charge 

confidential 

victim-centered; i.e. their main aim is the wellbeing 
and interest of the victim 

independent

accessible throughout Europe  

tailored to meet the individual needs of the victim  

delivered by trained and qualified staff/volunteers 

We believe victims should have access to strong, 
independent rights throughout the criminal justice 
system and in wider society. In our advocacy work, 
we prioritise:

strong rights for all victims of crime 

equal access to rights across Europe  

cross-border cooperation to ensure that people 
victimised abroad can access rights and services in 
their home country 

introduction of measurable standards and accredita-
tion, monitoring fulfilment of victims’ rights 
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‘Victims of crime’ – persons who, individually or 
collectively, have suffered harm, including physical 
or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic 
loss or violations of their fundamental rights 
through acts or omissions that are in violation of 
criminal laws. A person is a victim regardless of 
whether the crime is reported to the police, regard-
less of whether a perpetrator is identified, appre-
hended, prosecuted or convicted and regardless of 
familiar relationships between the perpetrator and 
the victim. The term ‘victim’ also includes family 
members or dependents of the direct victim.

Victim Support Europe also wants to ensure that 
other people affected by crime, including 
witnesses or persons who suffered harm in 
intervening to assist victims in distress or to 
prevent victimisation, are provided with assist-
ance. Without the testimonies given by witnesses, 
victims will not be able to access justice. As such, 
it is important to ensure that witnesses of crime 
can participate in the criminal justice process 
without risk of threat and intimidation. 
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The strategic priorities of Victim Support Europe are to:

Promote and coordinate the development of quality 
services for victims of crime throughout Europe

Advocate and represent the rights of victims of crime 
in Europe Victim Support Europe advocates on behalf of victims, 

to strengthen their rights and legal protection 
throughout Europe. The organisation works with the 
European Institutions, EU Member States, external 
networks, agencies and partner organisations to raise 
awareness and share information relating to victims' 
needs. Victim Support Europe provides expert advice 
relating to development and implementation of 
victims' rights legislation and public policies. The 
organisation also actively promotes activities and 
amendments to improve the compatibility of rules and 
legislation within EU Member States in relation to 
victims of crime, to improve judicial cooperation and 
reduce legal obstacles in delivering justice for victims.

To meet this strategic priority in 2012-2015, we will:

raise awareness regarding the needs and interests of 
victims and witnesses of crime in Europe

extend our networks with external criminal justice 
agencies, European countries and other interested 
parties working with victim and witnesses of crime

contribute to strengthening the legal protection for 
victims in Europe by assisting in the development and 
implementation of the EU Directive establishing 
minimum standards on the rights, support and protec-
tion of victims of crime and any other applicable 
legislation such as the EU Directive relating to compen-
sation to crime victims and the Council of Europe 
Recommendation on assistance to crime victims

help to monitor victims’ ability to access their rights 
and services

work with external partner agencies to highlight the 
main priorities for victims and witnesses of crime and 
to promote cooperation in service delivery

Promote and coordinate 
the development of quality 
services for victims of crime 

throughout Europe

Advocate and represent 
the rights of victims

 of crime in Europe

Victim Support Europe aims to assist the develop-
ment of victim support services in all European 
countries. The organisation also exchanges experi-
ences, best practice and information between our 
member organisations in order to improve the 
quality of service delivery to victims and witnesses 
of crime. Furthermore, Victim Support Europe 
coordinates cross-border referrals between our 
member organisations, to ensure that victims are 
able to access support services in their own coun-
tries, regardless of where the crime took place.

To meet this strategic priority in 2012-2015, we will:

support the development of new and existing Victim 
Support Europe member organisations, helping to 
ensure that people affected by crime can access support 
and information services in the aftermath of crime

develop the exchange of information, best practice 
and good models for service delivery among Victim 
Support Europe’s member organisations

develop closer networks and cross-border capacity of 
Victim Support Europe’s member organisations

improve operational capacity of Victim Support Europe

strengthen Victim Support Europe’s identity, both 
internally and externally
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Challenges facing 
victims of crime

Victims of crime often experience a range of chal-
lenges in the aftermath of crime, such as for instance:

Emotional impact (such as fear, anger, distress, 
isolation, frustration, depression etc.)

Lack of information – many victims do not receive 
information relating to their rights or the status of 
their case

Lack of support – in many European countries, 
victims of crime are not offered automatic access to 
victim support services

Lack of ability to participate in the criminal justice 
process

Lack of compensation – many victims never receive 
compensation for the injuries and/or trauma suffered 
as a result of crime

Risk of threat, intimidation and re-victimisation

For cross-border victims, these problems are 
increased due to lack of information and awareness 
about the criminal justice system, language barriers, 
lack of social networks etc. They also often find it 
more difficult to access support services

Crime and victimisation give rise to a range of 
challenges across the EU. In addition to the 
emotional pain and suffering of the victim, victimi-
sation gives rise to huge costs for the individual 
victim and for Europe as a whole. Besides direct 
costs on areas such as health care and criminal 
justice, crime has associated costs related to 
productivity with many victims taking time off work 
following victimisation, or being unable to return 
to work altogether. Below, we have listed three of 
the main challenges in relation to victims, victim 
support organisations and agencies/professionals 
in the formal criminal justice system. We have also 
identified how Victim Support Europe provides a 
vital link in addressing these challenges.

THESE CHALLENGES CAN BE MET THROUGH 
THE DELIVERY OF SUPPORT SERVICES. 
VICTIM SUPPORT EUROPE, THROUGH ITS 
DIVERSE MEMBER ORGANISATIONS IN 23 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, COORDINATES THE 
DELIVERY OF QUALITY SUPPORT AND INFOR-
MATION SERVICES TO ADDRESS THE ABOVE 
IDENTIFIED CONCERNS, FACING VICTIMS OF 
CRIME. THROUGH OUR MEMBER ORGANISA-
TIONS, WE PROVIDE A RANGE OF SERVICES 
TO ALLEVIATE THE IMPACT ON CRIME AND 
HELP VICTIMS AND PEOPLE AFFECTED BY 
CRIME IN THEIR RECOVERY PROCESS.
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Challenges facing victim 
support organisations

There are also many challenges in the delivery of 
victim support services across the EU, for instance:

Fragmentation of victim support services

Lack of unified quality standards

Lack of unified referrals models

Data protection restrictions

Lack of funding

Independence from external influence

Volunteer/staff based organisations - different 
approaches

Generic/specific victim support services - how to 
recognise need without creating hierarchy

Challenges in the formal 
criminal justice system

Finally, there is today limited awareness and 
information relating to European rights for victims 
of crime. European criminal justice systems are 
mainly focused on assessing the available evidence 
against the accused, not to deal with the trauma 
and harm suffered by the victim. From that 
perspective, there are many challenges relating to 
the recognition of victims and witnesses in the 
formal criminal justice systems:

Lack of awareness of victims' needs amongst 
criminal justice professionals

Lack of knowledge regarding the emotional impact 
on victims participating in the criminal justice system

Lack of experience amongst criminal justice profes-
sionals how to limit the risk of re-victimisation for 
victims and witnesses engaging in the criminal 
justice system

Limited awareness and experience in the development 
and implementation of public policies and legislative 
frameworks relating to victims and witnesses

Limited sanctions and redress when agencies fail to 
fulfil victims’ rightsTHE ABOVE IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES CAN 

BE MET THROUGH COORDINATION OF 
SUPPORT SERVICES, TRAINING AND DEVEL-
OPMENT OF UNIFIED QUALITY STANDARDS. 
VICTIM SUPPORT EUROPE BRINGS 
TOGETHER VICTIM SUPPORT ORGANISA-
TIONS ACROSS EUROPE UNDER THE SAME 
UMBRELLA NETWORK. WE PROVIDE OPPOR-
TUNITIES FOR OUR MEMBER ORGANISA-
TIONS TO MEET AND SHARE INFORMATION, 
BEST PRACTICE AND EXPERTISE. LEARNING 
FROM EACH OTHER AND UNIFY EFFORTS TO 
DEVELOP AND IDENTIFY BEST PRACTICE 
ASSISTS NATIONAL VICTIM SUPPORT 
ORGANISATIONS IN SETTING UP THEIR 
SERVICE PROVISION IN THE MOST EFFICIENT 
AND APPROPRIATE WAY, WHILE MEETING 
THE NEEDS OF VICTIMS OF CRIME.

THESE CHALLENGES CAN BE ADDRESSED 
THROUGH AWARENESS RAISING AND 
ADVOCACY. VICTIM SUPPORT EUROPE, AND 
OUR MEMBER ORGANISATIONS, ACTIVELY 
ENGAGE WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE PRO-
FESSIONALS ON BOTH A NATIONAL AND 
EUROPEAN LEVEL, TO PROVIDE INFORMA-
TION AND RAISE AWARENESS REGARDING 
THE NEEDS AND RIGHTS OF VICTIMS AND 
WITNESSES OF CRIME. WE GIVE INPUT TO 
GUIDANCE AND TRAINING OF PROFES-
SIONALS. VICTIM SUPPORT EUROPE 
PROVIDES EXPERT ADVICE IN THE DEVEL-
OPMENT OF LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC 
POLICIES; AND WE ALSO ASSIST WITH 
THEIR PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION.



Europe is experiencing a period of change, both 
politically and financially. These factors impact on 
national criminal justice systems and the ability 
for victims to access their rights. Victim Support 
Europe is an independent organisation that can 
highlight and address the challenges facing 
victims in the aftermath of crime. One of Victim 
Support Europe’s many strengths lies in its unique 
position as the recognised umbrella organisation 
of major victim support services in Europe. The 
diversity of the membership is a key component, 
which gives Victim Support Europe an important 
influencing position in respect of the rights and 
needs of victims and witnesses of crime in Europe. 
The wide backgrounds and experiences of our 
member organisations also help to ensure that 
they can learn from each other to develop high 
quality services in the aftermath of crime.

The work of Victim Support Europe helps to ensure that:

victims are given stronger rights throughout Europe

victim issues have a higher profile and receive a 
greater priority on the European political agenda

national victim support organisation enjoy higher 
status and credibility

victim support organisations learn from each other, 
share best practice and cooperate which will 
increase the number of victims able to access quality 
support services in the aftermath of crime

extended international cooperation will ensure 
improved referral mechanisms and service provision 
to cross-border victims

Our membership is continuing to grow which 
enables Victim Support Europe to represent the 
voice and needs of an ever larger number of 
victims of crime across Europe. Victim Support 
Europe, and our member organisations, work to 
ensure that all victims can access quality services 
and rights in the aftermath of crime, regardless of
where they live or where the crime took place. We 
provide the foundation for a brighter future for 
victims in Europe.
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